INFORMATION BULLETIN 95-02

Re: Clarification of APMC Reporting Policy for Gas Imported into Alberta

The purpose of this Information Bulletin is to clarify the reporting of natural gas imported into the Province of Alberta on the APMC 651, pursuant to the Natural Gas Marketing Act and Regulation. Specifically, this Information Bulletin provides a method of determining dispositions of imported gas, where the imported gas commingles with a supply pool of Alberta gas serving various markets.

A sample calculation (Exhibit A) is attached for your information. Should you have further questions regarding the reporting of gas imported into Alberta, please telephone your Natural Gas Operations contact in Calgary or call (403) 297-5514 for a referral.

W.A. Zanewick,
Director, Natural Gas Operations

August 14, 1995
Exhibit A - Determining Dispositions of Imported Gas from a Supply Pool for purposes of reporting Sections B and C of the APMC-651

Step 1: Calculate the quantity of Imported gas in the non-dedicated supply pool (General Supply Pool)

\[
\text{Total Imported Gas in General Supply Pool} = \text{Total Imported Gas} - \text{Dedicated Dispositions of Imported Gas}
\]

Step 2: Calculate the total quantity of Alberta and non-Alberta gas in the General Supply Pool

\[
\text{Total General Supply Pool} = \text{Total Gas Acquired in Alberta (includes Imports)} - \text{Dedicated Dispositions of Gas (intra and ex-Alta)}
\]

Step 3: Calculate the percentage of Imported gas in the General Supply Pool

\[
\% \text{ of Imported Gas in General Supply Pool} = \frac{\text{Total Imported Gas in General Supply Pool}}{\text{Total General Supply Pool}}
\]

Step 4: Categorize dispositions from the General Supply Pool, (Alberta and non-Alberta gas) by each disposition or sale category reported in sections B and C of the APMC-651.

Step 5: Apply the percentage calculated in Step 3 to the quantities categorized under Step 4.

Step 6: Report the combined totals of dedicated and general supply pool dispositions of imported gas under each disposition or sale category in sections B and C of APMC-651.